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Live Streaming
What is Live Streaming?
Live streaming or ‘going live’ is similar to making your
own live TV programme. The ‘streamer’ broadcasts to
an audience in real time over the internet. The audience
can leave comments or give ‘likes’ to the person
streaming.
There are specific apps for streaming, such as Twitch,
which is dedicated to games and gamers, but most
social media platforms, such as TikTok, YouTube
and Instagram, offer livestreaming options.
[FACT: Between January and April 2020, the number of
adults in the UK using TikTok increased from 5.4 million to
12.9 million.]

Why go live?
• Making your own show is fun and exciting
• Young people enjoy showcasing their talents and
joining in viral trends
• They care about current issues and may want to
campaign
• Sometimes livestreaming is just about spontaneously
sharing thoughts with an audience

What can go wrong?
In the excitement of streaming live, children can act
impulsively without opportunity to think. They might
share their location and personal information or
communicate with people they don’t know.
While in the spotlight, children are aware that they are
being watched - they see their audience’s comments,
which can be nasty or negative - and can feel under
pressure.
This can make children vulnerable to manipulation,
including being coerced into performing acts that
involve nudity on camera.Younger children can find it
particularly difficult to spot manipulative behaviour in
others and stand up to pressure.
Live videos can also be recorded or shared without the
child’s consent.
Live streams are unedited and therefore unpredictable.
They can’t be reviewed before children watch them
so when viewing live streams, children may see
inappropriate content that could shock or upset them.
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How to stream safely
Here are TechSafe’s favourite places to find out how to
help a child stream safely:
ThinkUKnow: https://www.thinkuknow.
co.uk/11_13/need-advice/live-streaming/
Internet Matters: https://www.internetmatters.
org/resources/live-streaming-vloggingguide/

What to do
If a child sees something upsetting online or has been
approached while live streaming:

NSPCC: https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keepingchildren-safe/online-safety/livestreamingonline-video-apps/

• Talk to them about what they have seen or what
happened
• Reassure them that they can talk to you or a trusted
adult
• Tell them that no matter who started a conversation
or what has been said, it is never their fault
• Find out how to manage privacy settings and
parental controls
Report inappropriate, illegal content or
sexual online behaviour to CEOP: https://
www.ceop.police.uk/ceop-reporting/

These apps are all free to download

